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Seeing this, David quickly put away the Ultimate Fire, and then said with an 
embarrassed face: “Old Sect Master, don’t be anxious, why are you still swearing…” 

“You just called me a good son-in-law. If I were your good son-in-law, it would be 
normal for me to have the Ultimate Fire of your Zi Yan Sect.” 

“That’s right!” The old sect master thought about it and felt that what David said made 
sense! 

If David really became his good son-in-law, it would be normal to have the Ultimate Fire 
of their Zi Yan Sect! 

After all, his daughter has both of the two Ultimate Fires of the Zi Yan Sect. 

“You kid, you still dare to say that there is nothing to do with my daughter. She gave you 
all the top-secret Ultimate Fires of our Zi Yan Sect.” 

“In such a short time, you have mastered the two Ultimate Fires of our Zi Yan Sect. Did 
you and my daughter practice dual cultivation?” 

“Because only in this way can you master these two Ultimate Fires in the shortest time.” 

The old sect master reacted and asked David! 

When David heard that the old sect master had misunderstood, he didn’t dare to say it 
clearly. He couldn’t say that he stole the Ultimate Fire of the Zi Yan Sect! 

“Old Sect Master, nothing can be hidden from your eyes!” 

David sighed, and said with some embarrassment: “Senior Sister Zhu Ling is thin-
skinned, so she doesn’t want people to know about the dual cultivation.” 

“My daughter is also miserable. Now that she has found someone to rely on, I can feel 
more at ease.” 



The old Sect Master was relieved, and then looked at David and said: “Since you have 
practiced dual cultivation with my daughter, why call me old Sect Master? Just call me 
father-in-law.” 

“No, no, no, this is so embarrassing!” 

David waved his hands repeatedly. 

“What’s there to be embarrassed about? You have already done it.” 

“But besides the ultimate fire of our Zi Yan Sect, the other three ultimate fires seem to 
be more powerful. What are they?” 

The old Sect Master asked David curiously! 

“The ultimate fire of the demon clan, the fire of the earth’s core, and the extremely cold 
ice flame…” 

David followed the old Sect Master to talk about various ultimate fires one by one, and 
the old Sect Master was also fascinated!”Heroes indeed emerge from youth, and each 
generation is stronger than the previous one. It is her blessing that my daughter can 
follow you.” 

The old master looked at David with appreciation: “Since you have practiced dual 
cultivation with my daughter, I believe it will be easier to make the Divine Fire Seal 
recognize the master.” 

“After all, my daughter’s bloodline is the same as mine, and the Divine Fire Seal will not 
have any resistance to my bloodline.” 

“Old…father-in-law, is it only your bloodline that can make the Divine Fire Seal 
recognize the master?” David asked in surprise! 

“That’s not the case, it’s just that the Divine Fire Seal has already recognized me as the 
master, so having my bloodline aura can make the Divine Fire Seal have no resistance.” 

“If it is a brand new bloodline aura, the Divine Fire Seal will resist violently. It is not so 
easy to make the Divine Fire Seal recognize the master.” 

“It took me half a month to make the Divine Fire Seal recognize the master, and I almost 
died!” 

The old master said slowly! 

After hearing this, David nodded slowly. He had never practiced dual cultivation with 
Zhu Ling at all, but just lied to the old master! 



Now it seems that if you want to learn the ultimate fire fusion, you must first let the 
Divine Fire Seal recognize the master, and then use the Divine Fire Seal to comprehend 
the method of ultimate fire fusion! 

In this case, you really have to practice dual cultivation with Zhu Ling, so that it will be 
easier for the Divine Fire Seal to recognize the master! 

David wanted to, but he didn’t know if Zhu Ling agreed! 

“Daughter, come in…” 

The old master called Zhu Ling! 

Zhu Ling pushed open the door of the hall and walked in. When she saw that the black 
air surrounding the old master’s body had disappeared, and he was obviously much 
more energetic, Zhu Ling’s face was full of disbelief! 

“Father, are you…are you okay?” 

Zhu Ling asked excitedly! 

“It’s okay, the demon soul in my sea of consciousness has been destroyed. I have to 
say that the man you chose is really good.” 

The old master nodded and said! 
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“Man?” Zhu Ling was stunned. After taking a look at David, she said, “Father, did he 
help you destroy the demon soul?” 

“Of course it was him. If I could destroy it myself, wouldn’t I have destroyed it long ago?” 

“You are such a kid. If there is such a big thing in the future, you must tell me first.” 

The old master complained! 

“Big thing?” Zhu Ling was even more confused. She thought it was about bringing David 
to find him, so she lowered her head and said, “Father, I remember it. I won’t dare to do 
it again in the future…” 



“Okay, I don’t mean to blame you. This is your own choice. As a father, I must respect 
your choice.” 

“It’s getting late. You should go back. If you wait until dawn, you will be discovered.” 

The old master waved his hand and said! 

“Father, since you are fine, don’t you want to go out with us?” 

Zhu Ling asked puzzledly! 

Since everything is fine and you are not crazy anymore, why don’t you go out? It’s just 
right to take back Huo Yuanting’s acting master! 

“Although the demon soul has been destroyed, my consciousness has been severely 
damaged and I must recuperate.” 

“If I go out now and let Huo Yuanting know that I am awake, he will definitely be 
desperate.” 

“After I recover, I will open the God Fire Mountain and let the God Fire Seal see the light 
of day again.” 

“Then, the son-in-law can use the God Fire Seal to comprehend the art of fire fusion!” 

The old master said slowly! 

“Son-in-law?” Zhu Ling was confused! 

David was shocked and hurriedly pulled Zhu Ling and said, “Sister, it’s getting light, let’s 
go quickly, otherwise it will be troublesome…” 

David didn’t dare to let Zhu Ling stay for a long time. If they continued to talk, it would 
be exposed! 

In this way, Zhu Ling was reluctantly pulled away by David! 

“Junior brother, what did my father mean just now? He seemed to call you son-in-law? 
What did you talk about?” 

Zhu Ling looked at David and asked puzzledly! “Oh, we didn’t talk about anything. We 
just discussed the method of fusion of fire. You just heard it wrong.” 

“The old master said it was a casual chat. He meant that when he had free time, he 
would find him to sit down. The old master and I have a good temper.” 



David could only explain it randomly! 

“Is that so?” Zhu Ling was full of doubts! 

“Of course, does Senior Sister think that the old master calls me son-in-law? Wouldn’t I 
become Senior Sister’s husband in that case?” 

“If I had a dual cultivation partner like Senior Sister who is as beautiful as a fairy and 
has a beautiful figure, I would wake up with a smile in my dreams.” 

David said with a chuckle! 

“Humph, who will be your dual cultivation partner.” Zhu Ling rolled her eyes at David, 
but it can be seen that she was not angry! 

“Senior Sister, haven’t you ever thought about finding a dual cultivation partner? Or 
don’t you have a man you admire?” 

David asked when he saw Zhu Ling like that! 

David must be persuaded slowly and kindly. If he can really practice dual cultivation with 
Zhu Ling, it would be great. At that time, it would be easier to let the Divine Fire Seal 
recognize the master! 

“Why are you asking these questions?” Zhu Ling looked at David vigilantly! 

“I… I’m just curious about what kind of man can enter the eyes of my senior sister.” 

David said! 

“There is a man who has always made me curious.” Zhu Ling said! 

“Who?” David asked! 

“A guy named David. I heard that this person is just in his twenties, but he has 
unfathomable strength.” 

“And the Demon Sealing League took out a hundred years of offerings to kill this David, 
but David escaped repeatedly and couldn’t do anything to him at all.” 

“I really want to meet this David. What kind of person is he that can make the Demon 
Sealing League pay so much attention to him.” 

Zhu Ling’s eyes revealed admiration and yearning! 

It seems that she really wants to meet David, to meet this man who makes her curious! 
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Hearing what Zhu Ling said, David laughed in his heart! 

“Senior sister, to be honest, I am the David you mentioned…” 

David looked at Zhu Ling seriously and said! 

Zhu Ling was stunned when she heard it, and then she slapped David with a palm: “If 
you dare to talk nonsense again, I will kill you. How could David be a big pervert like 
you?” 

“You only take advantage of girls, and I haven’t settled the score with you yet…” 

Just when Zhu Ling made a move, the sky suddenly flashed with light, followed by a 
roar! 

Zhu Ling’s face changed instantly, and David also frowned! 

It turned out that Zhu Ling had just touched the magic circle accidentally. Originally, Zhu 
Ling had a formation disk in her hand, which could easily pass through the magic circle! 

It’s just that Zhu Ling was careless. When she took action just now, she accidentally 
touched the magic circle, which activated the magic circle! 

With the activation of the magic circle, more than a dozen breaths were coming here 
quickly! 

“It’s bad, it’s bad, we’re going to be discovered this time.” 

“Junior brother, leave quickly, if they catch you, it will be troublesome.” 

Zhu Ling urged David to leave! 

“Senior sister, what are you going to do?” David asked! 

“I’m fine, they dare not do anything to me, but you are an inner disciple, and you will 
definitely be caught if you run here.” 

Zhu Ling said anxiously! 



“Senior sister, you go, I stay here, if you are discovered by them, your array will 
definitely be discovered, and your secret meeting with the old master will also be 
discovered.” 

“Maybe the old master’s recovery and the destruction of the demon soul will also be 
discovered, and that will be troublesome.” 

“I’m a new disciple, so I’m curious and wandering around, they shouldn’t suspect 
anything.” 

David analyzed the pros and cons for Zhu Ling! 

“Junior brother, this…” 

Zhu Ling also knew that what David said was right, but she was still a little embarrassed 
to let David stay alone to bear it! 

“Senior sister, I will definitely be fine, you leave quickly!” 

David pushed Zhu Ling! Seeing this, Zhu Ling could only nod and said to David: “Junior 
brother, be careful.” 

“Don’t worry, senior sister, I will be fine.” 

After David finished speaking, he pushed Zhu Ling vigorously! 

Zhu Ling passed through the magic circle and ran quickly towards her courtyard! 

When David saw Zhu Ling leave, he was relieved, and then pretended to be panicked, 
and kept touching the formation in front of him with both hands! 

The formation was activated, and a series of defensive auras hit David, directly 
knocking David out! 

This is the effect David wanted! 

Just when David was knocked to the ground by the formation defense, more than a 
dozen figures appeared at the same time! 

“What a big courage, dare to break into the forbidden area of Ziyanmen without 
permission!” 

Huo Yuanting was suspended in the air and shouted angrily! 

Beside Huo Yuanting were Huo Dong and several elders! 



Elder Yu and Wei Qing were also among them! 

When they saw that David fell to the ground, they were all shocked! 

They never thought that David would come here! 

He even touched the formation, causing it to activate! 

“Junior brother, why are you here? Why are you here?” 

Wei Qing asked in surprise! 

“Brother, I got bored early in the morning, so I wandered around. How could I know that 
this is a forbidden place, and there is a formation protecting it.” 

“I was knocked away by the formation, and now my whole body hurts…” 

“Since it is a forbidden place, at least put up a sign to remind people, and I almost got 
hurt.” 

David said angrily! 

David broke into the forbidden area without permission and activated the formation, but 
he was not happy! 

Seeing David say this, Elder Yu was angry and amused! 

 

 

 


